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What is Interior Design?

We spend around 80 percent of our lives indoors. Offices, 
hotels, showrooms, doctors’ surgeries and fitness 
studios are increasingly becoming comfort zones. Their 
main task today, is to radiate a friendly atmosphere that 
motivates customers and guests and calms patients.

Harmonious and distinctive interior designs are the 
contemporary answer to this requirement. Large sur-
faces are decorated in an imaginative way, deliberately 
creating moods. Walls, floors, ceilings, furniture and 
windows in interior design are not simply functional 
room components, but become eye-catchers, the centre 
of attention.

Sihl inkjet media create entire room worlds: digitally 
printed wallpapers, wall tattoos, window decorations, 
furniture, canvases, photo prints and much more. 
Printed fabrics extend the creative scope.

 Content
Wall and ceiling Non-woven wallpapers p. 4
 Glass textile wallpapers p. 6
 Wall tattoos p. 6
 Canvas p. 8
 Photo prints p. 8
Home textiles  p. 9
Window  p. 10
Furniture  p. 10

Colours, 
surfaces, 
structures – 
how we 
create rooms

| Project Mifa AG| Project Aja Resort
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NON-WOVEN WALLPAPER

| Product | Number | Special Features | Ink compatibility

Non-woven design2wall UV 150 2500

Non-woven design2wall Latex 200 2501

Non-woven design2wall Aqua 180 2510

Non-woven design2wall Sol 195 matt 2512

Non-woven design2wall FR 210 satin 2517

Prepasted non-woven design2wall FR 230 satin 2515

Design wall and ceiling
Walls and ceilings are the modern canvas for 
impressive designs. Functionality is the most 
important aspect when selecting a product. Sihl 
wallpapers meet the highest of standards, contain 
no traces of harmful substances or PVC. Our wall-
papers are dimensionally stable, knock resistant, 
wipeable, can offer reinforcement to damaged 
surfaces and cover small cracks in the plaster. 
Our prepasted products have the perfect dose of 
paste on the back which is activated by emerging 
the printed panels into water. Our self-adhesive 
products can be easily attached and removed 
without leaving any residue. Sihl canvases do 
not show any white scoring and the photo paper 
reproduces even the smallest details perfectly.  

 Our icons

  Highest functionalities at a glance: our icons represent the 
special product features of Sihl’s inkjet media.

  Environmentally friendly

   
FSC®-certification, PVC-free or other 
environmentally-friendly features

 Removable adhesive

  
 Easily removable or repositionable materials 
without residue

 
 Permanent adhesive 
Durable adhesion for long-lasting creations

  Outdoor resistant 
Can be used outdoors

  Wipeable 
Lasting aesthetics thanks to easy cleaning with water

  Resistant to chemical cleaning agents 
Very robust surface, resistant to cleaning agents containing 
alcohol and disinfectants

 
  Knock resistant 
Robust surface is particularly important where objects are 
moved around (e.g. suitcases in hotels)

  Breathable 
Healthy indoor climate thanks to open-structured materials 
(e.g. non-woven glass textile or glass textile wallpapers)

  Tear-proof 
Allows excellent processing and cutting properties even 
under difficult conditions

  Blockout 
Opaque, completely blocks background

 Transparent

 
  Translucent, for applications e.g. on glass

  Flame retardant 
Tests confirm: Sihl media do not ignite and do not contribute 
to the formation of fires

  Dimensionally stable 
Easy, seamless wallpaper processing thanks to high 
resistance to temperature and moisture

   Dry strippable 
Changing wallpaper without having to soak saves time 

  Covers cracks 
Advantage during renovation especially in old buildings; small 
cracks can be covered, preventing them from spreading

  Prepasted 
Perfectly dosed paste on the back of the wallpaper that is 
simply activated with water 

  Inkjet with solvent ink

  Inkjet with latex ink

  Inkjet with UV ink

  Inkjet with sublimation ink

  Inkjet with aqueous ink

Impressive 
right down to 
the last detail

Wallpaper is an ever-present trend: since 1830 
interiors have been decorated with printed wall 
coverings. Today architects, interior decorators and 
designers not only demand comprehensive designs 
but also functional value. The SIHL DESIGN2WALL 
collection offers high-quality digital print wallpa-
pers with additional features such as:

>  Optimum fire protection for commercial 
application

> Crack resistance and prevention
> Wipeable surfaces
> Easy to work with
> Dry strippable
>  Dimensionally stable: seamless processing
> All non-woven wallpapers are FSC®-certified

| Project Viktor Burri AG
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WALL TATTOOS

Wall stickers are popular design elements for living spaces. But companies and institutions are also discovering the use of dec-
orative elements to their advantage. Wherever customers, patients and visitors gather, stickers offer the opportunity to display 
creative messages, company logos and other stylistic elements of corporate design. Sihl wall stickers are easy to apply and can 
be either removable or permanently adhered to the wall.

| Product | Number | Special features | Ink compatibility

WallGrafX Prime 240 FR satin 3517

TriSolv PrimeArt Paper SA 275 3685
| Project Kompetenzzentrum ABC-Kamir

| Project Zuger Kantonsspital

Conveying 
messages
within a room 

Glass textile wallpapers are particularly hard-wearing. They are ideal for high traffic rooms in frequent use. They are easy to process, 
easy to remove and they assist in maintaining a sustainable room climate. A plus, particularly in old buildings, is that the reinforcing 
effect of glass textile wallpapers prevents the spread of cracks.

| Product | Number | Special features | Ink compatibility

Glass Textile design2wall Latex 260 2523

Glass Textile design2wall HealthClean 295 2525

GLASS TEXTILE WALLPAPERS
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CANVAS

Pictures change the ambience of rooms, creating a comfortable atmosphere for well-beeing, dreams and reflection. 
High quality Sihl canvas materials combined with professional printing systems create special impressions. 

| Product | Number | Special features | Ink compatibility

Picasso Canvas Prime Satin 3609

Nina Canvas Plus Matt AQ 3578

PHOTO PRINT

Large format photographs should fascinate from every perspective within a room. The material and the surface 
dominate the way the images look and often bring out the details. With Sihl’s photo media, brilliant, sharp and 
colour-intensive prints are created that inspire observers.

| Product | Number | Ink compatibility

TriSolv PhotoArt Paper 210 3699

Rocket Photo Paper PE 190 satin 3372  

Glamour S Photo Board satin 3145

Home textiles
Home textiles enhance the living ambience and convey a 
feeling of security. Sihl transfer papers for dye sublima-
tion printing can be used to produce curtains, cushions 
and other decorative textile applications.

| Product |  Number | Ink compatibility

SubliColor Universal Paper 70 3782

SubliColor Universal Paper 90 3792

SubliColor SuperDry Paper 75 3781

SubliColor SuperDry Paper 95 3791

Optimised coatings and the best processing prop-
erties: the innovative SIHL SUBLICOLOR media are 
ideally suited for all common dye sub machines 
and inks. This gives users clear competitive ad-
vantages:

>  Easy handling thanks to optimal flatness
>  High efficiency thanks to short drying times
> Excellent print results
>  High transfer rates, little waste Simply 

beautiful
| Project Swissbau - SIHL EASY2WALL Messestand| Project Graber Pulver Architekten
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Window
Glass doors or exterior windows can be beautifully showcased, thus contributing to the interior design. Sihl window 
films not only function as decoration, but also protect against unwanted attention from outside and against strong 
sunlight.

| Product | Number | Special features | Ink compatibility

WindowGraphX EasyTack WF SA 260 3989

ClearSol Wetcling Film 125 3550

Furniture
Furniture gives rooms character and influences the feeling of space. Self-adhesive textiles or transfer media from Sihl refine 
furniture and give it the finishing touch.

| Product | Number | Special features | Ink compatibility

SubliColor Impact 110 3796

WallGrafX Prime 240 FR satin 3517

Did you know?
Amongst other things, Dye Sublimation 
technology is increasingly being used on 
hard substrates for the personalisation and 
design of furniture. This requires a special 
coating with polyester content. After 
sublimation, the end products exhibit high 
scratch resistance, colour stability and 
water resistance, making them very easy 
to clean. For this reason, this process is 
perfectly suited to heavy-duty objects such 
as tables, metal plates or ceramics.

Showcase details
| Project Kreativfabrik 62
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